







Edward Schillebeeckx
Born 1914
Dominican priest
Most influential theologians of the 20th century.
Explored traditional concepts in the modern time.
Survived Rome investigation.
There are two distinct teaching authority in the
Church.
 The teaching authority of all in the sense of the
community of faith,
 and the teaching authority of the official Church.

 Both forms of the authority in the Church, the
community of faith and the teaching office of the
bishops in unity with the pope have:
 A mutually critical and complementary function with
regard to the recognition of faith in the Church as the
fruit of God’s activity.

 Connection of the canonical Bible with both forms
of teaching authority as a reflection of Jesus’
authority in the community of faith of the Church.

 Not only the Old Testament but also in the
New Testament, Jesus’ disciples desire to
understand Him just as the early Christians
demand for an understanding of the authority
of the apostles.
 Jesus left no writings and the only
‘documents’ is in the reflection by his
followers and it has been handed down to us
as Tradition.
 The process of interpretation of the tradition
is called the ‘New Testament’.

 Revealed in Jesus’ message about God that is integrated
into his active, liberating association with his fellowhuman being as in the example of Zacchaeus.
 Indicates that our knowledge in faith of Jesus cannot be
dissociated from knowledge of others’ reaction to Jesus’
call;
 Zacchaeus, after his liberating encounter with Jesus, lets
the poor share in his possessions.
 This testimony has a share in the authority of Jesus.
 The form of this testimony born again and again in time
by believers that Jesus’ authority radiates as in a
reflection.

● In summary, the teaching authority of all is
sourced from Jesus, reflected by his followers
as well as the people who encountered Jesus
and transformed by Him;
● then handed down through generations as
“Tradition”.
● The process of interpretation of the tradition
is then called the “Scriptures”.

● Early Christians driven out of
Jerusalem and migrated to Syria
● Founded their Church in
Antioch.
● Christological view of the
Church was very widespread.
● This tradition was recorded in
the New Testament.

- “Teachers of faith” could be either lay-persons or
clergies.
- Chose to become teachers on their own initiative and
by the gifts of the Spirit.
- The bishops took over all teaching in the middle of
the third century.
- University lecturers as an ordained office growing.
- That teaching authority narrowed down exclusively
to the teaching office.
- A process of narrowing down of the universal
teaching authority of believers intellectually to
scholars as defined by Thomas Aquinas.

- According to Aquinas, “priests are the
masons of a cathedral, their bishops are the
work superintendents and theologians are
the architects.”
- A simple lay-person could have a deeper
insight into faith than the greatest
theologian.
- Warned a danger that ‘leaders’
theologians and office-bearers behave like
a Shiite religious leader.

•

- Academic theology has the task of integrating the
new experiences and reflections of local communities
into the whole complex of the ‘Church’s memory
and into the experience and faith of the entire
Church.
- Therefore prevents these new experiences, from
remaining merely sporadic or from tending to
disintegrate the Church.
- Academic theology ‘mediates’ the rich traditions of
the Church’s experience throughout the centuries
down to the basis and at the same time prevents that
basis from becoming isolated.

- Both forms of teaching authority in the Church
are mutually complementary functions with
regard to the recognition in faith of the Church,
as they are a reflection of Jesus’ authority in the
community of faith.
- Besides “the successors of the apostles who are
the college of bishops, teaching in union with the
pope” (Lumen Gentium, 25), other form of
church teaching done by university professors of
theology is highly regarded and example is our
UP Professor McManus.

You are teaching an Adult Ed class on “The
Magisterium” and a student in your class request
your comment on Schillebeeckx’s statement:
“With the result that the teaching authority of
the community of faith (the authority of all) even
now is treated with only negligible justice and
sometimes even suffers from the power of office in
the Church, from the ecclesiological point of view,
this is not in any sense a normal situation.”
Please state your opinion.

